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Foreword

I am an accidental taxonomist . 

As the story goes for so many of us, I fell into the world of tax-

onomy quite serendipitously after a zigzag path through university 

and a brief stint doing knowledge management work . I definitely 

didn’t set out to become an expert in the field: There was barely a 

field when I started! Anyone working in taxonomy at the time might 

have felt as I did, like a bit of an imposter . 

It was hard to find much information about taxonomy best prac-

tices back then that wasn’t focused on traditional media and librar-

ies . You had to rely on intuition, trial and error, and learnings from 

other fields . This book didn’t yet exist .

My taxonomy career started in the early 2000s as the internet was 

evolving rapidly: Websites were moving from being hand-coded to 

more complex CMS-driven experiences, ecommerce was really taking 

off, and people were experimenting with different forms of informa-

tion organization such as folksonomy . The discipline of information 

architecture (IA) was coalescing around best practices for navigation 

and search . We were taking things learned in library school and mash-

ing them up with these IA and user experience learnings to create a 

new set of guidelines for the web and enterprise taxonomy . 

The decade between 2005 and 2015 was a pivotal time for taxon-

omy and taxonomists, as interest skyrocketed, use cases for taxon-

omy expanded, and the community really came together . During 

this era, I became a consultant and was thrust headfirst into global 

projects dealing with huge collections of products and content, 

working with systems that, at the time, had little support for taxon-

omies . We spent our days convincing executives that taxonomies 

were worth investing in before SEO and analytics were common-

place . I’ll always remember my first meeting with a VP at a retailer, 

presenting search evidence to prove that they might improve sales 
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Chapter 1

What Are Taxonomies?

Taxonomies? That’s classified information.
 —Jordan Cassel

The first step in discussing the role and work of the taxonomist is 

to clarify what a taxonomy is. Even if you already have some under-

standing of the concept, there are multiple meanings and various 

types of taxonomies that require further explanation. The descrip-

tions provided here are not strict definitions, and the range of knowl-

edge organization systems and controlled vocabularies should be 

thought of as a spectrum.

Definitions and Types of Taxonomies
The word taxonomy comes from the ancient Greek taxis, meaning 

arrangement or order, and nomos, meaning law or science. Although 

the first famous taxonomy, that of living things, was developed by 

Carl Linnaeus  and published in 1735, he did not call it a taxonomy. 

The word taxonomy was first coined by the Swiss botanist Augustin 

Pyrame de Candolle in his Flore française (1805–1815), in French 

as taxonomie. 

For present-day information management, the term taxonomy 

is used both in the narrow sense to mean a hierarchical structure 

of terms or concepts, and in the broad sense in reference to any set 

of controlled vocabularies used to tag or classify content to sup-

port information retrieval. Some professionals do not even like to 

use the term taxonomy, contending that it is too often ambiguous 

and frequently misused. Yet it has gained sufficient popularity, and 
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a practical alternate term does not seem to exist. In this book, tax-

onomy will be used in a slightly broader meaning that is not limited 

to hierarchical structures but is focused on structured sets of terms 

or concepts used to support information retrieval.

A taxonomy is a kind of controlled vocabulary, which in turn is a 

kind of knowledge organization system. The designation knowledge 

organization system, while not used as widely in the business world 

as it is in academia, is becoming more recognized, especially with 

increasing adoption of the World Wide Web Consortium’s (W3C) 

recommended framework for representing these various controlled 

vocabularies, called Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS). 

From a business perspective, taxonomy and taxonomist remain 

more popular designations, partially due to their conciseness. We 

are not likely to hear of a knowledge organization system manager/

editor, but rather just a taxonomist or taxonomy manager.

The designation knowledge organization system was first used by 

the Networked Knowledge Organization Systems Working Group 

at its initial meeting at the Association for Computing Machinery 

(ACM) Digital Libraries Conference in Pittsburgh, Pa., in 1998. Gail 

Hodge further expanded on it in an article in 2000 for the Digital 

Library Federation Council on Library and Information Resources. 

In Hodge’s words,

the term knowledge organization systems is intended 

to encompass all types of schemes for organizing infor-

mation and promoting knowledge management. Knowl-

edge organization systems include classification schemes 

that organize materials at a general level (such as books 

on a shelf), subject headings that provide more detailed 

access, and authority files that control variant versions of 

key information (such as geographic names and personal 

names). They also include less-traditional schemes, such 

as semantic networks and ontologies.1
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Although she does not mention taxonomies per se, Hodge goes on 

to list the various types of knowledge organization systems, which 

include the following:2

1. Term lists (authority files, glossaries, dictionaries,  

and gazetteers)

2. Classifications and categories (subject headings, 

classification schemes, taxonomies, and  

categorization schemes)

3. Relationship lists (thesauri, semantic networks,  

and ontologies)

While it is generally agreed that knowledge organization systems 

include all of the above types, these three groupings are not widely 

recognized. Rather than focus on structure type, as Hodge had 

done, it is also possible to group different knowledge organization 

systems based on purpose. This results in four different groupings, 

which I propose as the following:

1. Defined or definition vocabularies (terminologies, 

glossaries, dictionaries, gazetteers) 

2. Controlled vocabularies for tagging and information 

retrieval (sets of term lists, synonym rings, authority files, 

taxonomies, subject headings, thesauri)

3. Classification systems (classification schemes, 

categorization schemes, cataloging systems)

4. Semantic models to express relations between entities 

(mind maps, topic maps, semantic networks, and 

ontology models) 

It is also possible to have some kind of hybrid knowledge organi-

zation system that combines features of two or more of these types, 

such as a controlled vocabulary with glossary definitions, or a com-

bined taxonomy-ontology. 
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The designation given to a knowledge organization system or 

controlled vocabulary depends largely on the complexity of the 

structure, but complexity is not the only factor to be considered. 

As all these designations have ambiguous meanings, the choice of 

what to call a set of concepts also depends on what is most clear 

and understandable to the contributors, stakeholders, or end users. 

Depending on the display of the knowledge organization system, 

the end users may not even need to know what the system is called. 

The confusion in terminology is why we default to using the single 

designation of “taxonomy” in many contexts.

Knowledge organization systems whose main purpose is to 

define terms, such as glossaries (what I call defined or definition 

vocabularies), tend to have a quite different set of terms than the 

concepts of a controlled vocabulary, whose main purpose is to 

support information retrieval by tagging content. Having the same 

knowledge organization system for these two different purposes is 

not a good idea, unless the concepts for the glossary only are des-

ignated as not for tagging. It is common, however, to add glossa-

ry-type definitions to taxonomy concepts. 

Since taxonomies are controlled vocabularies, and “taxonomy” 

may refer to any and all types of controlled vocabularies, we will 

turn next to define and describe controlled vocabularies and their 

common subtypes.

Controlled Vocabularies

The term controlled vocabulary covers the most common kinds of 

knowledge organization systems, which are used for information 

management and retrieval. At a minimum, a controlled vocabu-

lary is a restricted list of terms or concepts for some specialized 

purpose, usually for tagging, labeling, or categorizing. It is “con-

trolled” because only concepts from the list may be used for the 

subject area covered. If used by more than one person, it is also 

controlled in the sense that there is control over who may add 
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concepts to the list and when and how they may do so. The list 

may grow, but only according to defined policies.

The objective of a controlled vocabulary is to ensure consis-

tency in the application of index terms, tags, or concepts to avoid 

ambiguity and information being overlooked if the “wrong” search 

term is used. When implemented in search or browse systems, the 

controlled vocabulary can help guide the user to where the desired 

information is. While controlled vocabularies are most often used 

in tagging, other kinds are used in technical writing to ensure the 

use of consistent language. This latter task of writing or creating 

content is not, however, part of organizing information and is con-

sidered a different definition for controlled vocabulary that falls 

outside of our scope of interest.

Most controlled vocabularies feature variant, or “synonym,” 

names, either as alternative labels or as a See or Use type of 

cross-reference system, directing the user from a variant label to 

the designated “preferred” label of the concept. Only if a controlled 

vocabulary is very small and easily browsed, as on a single page, 

might such alternative labels or cross-referencing be unnecessary.

Controlled vocabularies may or may not have relationships 

among their concepts. As is the case with synonyms, the size of 

the controlled vocabulary largely determines whether relation-

ships are included. Whether a controlled vocabulary has such 

relationships and what kind of relationships they are also contrib-

ute to defining what kind of controlled vocabulary it is. 

It is common for an organization to have multiple different kinds 

of controlled vocabularies to serve different purposes or to tag dif-

ferent kinds of content. The different kinds of controlled vocabular-

ies may be used in combination or separately.  Types of controlled 

vocabularies for information retrieval include term lists, synonym 

rings, name authorities, (hierarchical) taxonomies, and thesauri.  

A comparison of these types of controlled vocabularies, from sim-

plest to most complex, is presented in the chart in Figure 1.1, and 
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they will be explained below. There are variations of this chart that 

may also include different kinds of knowledge organization sys-

tems beyond the narrower scope of controlled vocabularies. 

Term Lists

Term lists, also called “pick lists” or “flat lists,” are the simplest kind 

of controlled vocabulary. A term list is a simple list of approved 

terms/concepts available for tagging and retrieval without syn-

onyms, definitions, or internal hierarchy. The list of terms is short 

enough to be seen at once or with only minimal scrolling, so syn-

onyms and hierarchy are not needed to find a term. Term lists tend 

to be used to provide values for metadata properties, such as lists of 

document types, audience types, languages, sources, feature types, 

etc. Term lists are sometimes displayed to users in drop-down lists 

or scroll boxes, as shown in Figure 1.2. As the designation term list is 

rather informal, some people have used the term controlled vocab-

ulary somewhat erroneously to refer specifically to term lists. 

While a term list is a kind of controlled vocabulary, a term list 

cannot really be considered as a knowledge organization system, 

even though controlled vocabularies are kinds of knowledge orga-

nization systems. That is because a single term list is not a “system.” 

Figure 1.1: Comparison of controlled vocabulary types
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Rather, a knowledge organization system may be formed from a 

collection of term lists intended to be used in combination. This 

is especially true when it comprises a set of metadata for the same 

content set or is intended to serve as facets in a faceted taxonomy, 

which is described in greater detail later in this chapter and in 

Chapter 8. In the scope and definition of taxonomy in this book, a 

set of term lists to be used together for the same content set may be 

considered as a kind of taxonomy.

Synonym Rings

In certain controlled vocabularies, there could be a set of synonyms 

for each concept, with none of them designated as preferred. This 

type of arrangement is known as a synonym ring or a synset because 

all synonyms are equal and can be expressed in a circular ring of 

interrelationships. It may also be called a search thesaurus, referring 

to the meaning of thesaurus as a dictionary of synonyms, with its 

purpose being to support search. An example of a synonym ring, as 

illustrated in Figure 1.3, is the series of terms applications, software, 

computer programs, and tools. Synonym rings may be used when 

the browsable list of terms or entries is not displayed to the user and 

when the user merely accesses the terms via a search box. If the syn-

onyms are used behind the scenes with a search engine and never 

displayed as a browsable list for the user, the distinction between 

Figure 1.2: Examples of term lists
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preferred and alternative labels is moot. Though these types of con-

trolled vocabularies are quite common, they are often invisible to 

the user, so the terminology (synonym ring and synset) is not widely 

known. In the scope and definition of taxonomy in this book, a syn-

onym ring is merely a simple controlled vocabulary, not a taxonomy.

Name Authorities

Within the domain of libraries and cataloging, controlled vocabu-

laries may be referred to as authority files. A subtype of authority 

files, called name authorities, contains just named entities. Named 

entities are proper-noun terms, such as specific person names, place 

names, company names, organization names, product names, and 

names of published works. These also require control for consistent 

formats, use of abbreviations, spelling, and so forth.

A name authority, therefore, has the feature of synonyms or 

alternative labels, which simple term lists lack. A name authority, 

however, lacks the feature of hierarchical or other relationships 

between its terms, which is a characteristic of hierarchical taxon-

omies. Finally, name authorities may include additional attributes 

(metadata) for each term, such as a person’s birth date.

Figure 1.3: Example of terms in a synonym ring
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In library information retrieval contexts, a name authority is con-

sidered an important type of controlled vocabulary. In business and 

enterprise taxonomies, named entity lists are less formal and typ-

ically form a branch or facet of a larger taxonomy, rather than being 

considered a distinct type of controlled vocabulary. This is also how 

this book considers named entities.

Hierarchical Taxonomies

When we think of taxonomies, hierarchical structures are what typi-

cally come to mind. However, as previously explained, this book uses 

a broader definition of taxonomy that encompasses all kinds of con-

trolled vocabularies. So, we will refer to taxonomies that are struc-

tured as hierarchies as hierarchical taxonomies. This corresponds to 

the definition of taxonomy in the ANSI/NISO standard for controlled 

vocabularies, which is as follows: “A collection of controlled vocab-

ulary terms organized into a hierarchical structure. Each term in a 

taxonomy is in one or more parent/child (broader/narrower) rela-

tionships to other terms in the taxonomy.”3 Thus, a defining charac-

teristic of a (hierarchical) taxonomy is the presence of hierarchical 

relationships between the terms. An example of an excerpt from a 

hierarchical taxonomy appears in Figure 1.4.

Hierarchical taxonomies typically have multiple levels of hier-

archy, in which a term has a narrower term, which in turn has a 

narrower term. The number of levels is flexible and need not be 

consistent throughout the taxonomy. The use of synonyms/alter-

native labels is optional in hierarchical taxonomies and will depend 

on the taxonomy size. They are not needed in small taxonomies.

While a faceted taxonomy is different from a hierarchical taxon-

omy, faceted taxonomies, at the high level, can also be considered 

variants of hierarchical taxonomies, since they are organized into 

categorical groupings and are intended to be browsed by the end 

user, starting from the top down. In this sense, a facet is like a hier-

archy, and the facet name is like the top-level term in a hierarchy. 
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Hierarchical and faceted taxonomies are both described in more 

detail in Chapter 8.

Thesauri

A thesaurus is a highly structured kind of controlled vocabulary. It 

comprises the features of synonyms/alternative labels (tradition-

ally called nonpreferred terms), hierarchical relationships, nonhi-

erarchical associative relationships, and scope notes as needed. 

While there may be variations in defining controlled vocabularies, 

term lists, and taxonomies, there is more agreement around the 

definition of a thesaurus. Thesauri for information retrieval have 

Figure 1.4: Terms in an expandable hierarchical taxonomy:  
top categories (left) and the expansion of one category (right),  

from the Integrated Public Sector Vocabulary, Version 2.00  
(www.vocabularyserver.com/ipsv)
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existed in print since the 1960s, and there are published standards 

for thesauri.

The traditional meaning of a thesaurus is a kind of dictionary, 

such as Roget’s, that contains synonyms or alternate expressions 

(and possibly even antonyms) for each term entry. A thesaurus for 

information management and retrieval shares this characteristic of 

listing similar terms at each controlled vocabulary term entry. The 

difference is that a dictionary-thesaurus includes all the associated 

terms that could potentially be used in place of the entry word in 

various contexts; the user (often a writer) needs to consider the spe-

cific context in each case because, in certain contexts, some of the 

alternate terms would not be appropriate. The information retrieval 

thesaurus, conversely, is designed for use in all contexts within the 

domain of content covered, regardless of any specific term usage or 

document. The synonyms or near synonyms must therefore be suit-

ably equivalent in all circumstances. An information retrieval the-

saurus must clearly specify which terms can be used as synonyms 

(used from), which are more specific (narrower terms), which are 

broader terms, and which are merely related terms. 

A thesaurus, therefore, is a more structured type of controlled 

vocabulary that provides information about each term and its rela-

tionships to other terms within the same thesaurus. An example of 

a term and its details from a thesaurus is shown in Figure 1.5. The 

consensus is that if a controlled vocabulary includes both broader/

narrower and related term relationships between concepts, along 

with nonpreferred terms or alternative labels that redirect to the 

accepted term or label, it is called a thesaurus. 

Subject Heading Schemes

Subject headings were developed in the early 20th century for cat-

aloging library materials by subject to supplement the call number 

classification systems used to organize where books and other items 

are placed on shelves. While an item in a library can be assigned only 
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one classification, since it can go in only one physical place, the item 

can be assigned any number of relevant subjects. Subject headings 

help users look up library materials in library catalogs, both the 

earlier physical catalogs and the online public access catalogs used 

today. The best-known subject heading scheme is LCSH (Library of 

Congress Subject Headings), but other countries’ national libraries 

have also developed subject heading schemes in their languages.

Subject heading schemes are very similar to thesauri, but they have 

the distinct characteristic of combining headings with subdivisions. 

Terms or concepts in subject heading schemes are called headings. 

Subdivisions are combined with subject headings to provide more 

specificity by aspect, for example: Construction industry‒Manage-

ment. Subdivisions may be of different types, such as chronological 

(French poetry‒19th century), geographical (Hospitals‒New York), or 

topical (Alcoholic beverages‒Taxation). Additional subdivisions may 

be applied in a stringed sequence.

While subject heading schemes were originally developed to 

catalog books and other library materials, they were adopted for 

indexing periodical articles, as this was still a library-related activity. 

Even today, some periodical article library database vendors uti-

lize controlled vocabularies with the heading-subdivision struc-

ture. The evolution of faceted taxonomies has largely replaced the 

need for creating subject heading schemes for new information 

retrieval implementations. 

Figure 1.5: A term in the ASIS&T Thesaurus with its 
various relationships to other terms (BT: broader term; 
NT: narrower term; RT: related term; UF: used from)4
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Ontologies

Ontologies are the most complex type of knowledge organization 

system or controlled vocabulary. Whether ontologies should even 

be considered controlled vocabularies depends on how one defines 

an ontology. An ontology may be defined as 1) a thesaurus-like con-

trolled vocabulary that has customized semantic relationships, not 

just hierarchical and generically “related” ones, and customized 

attributes for concepts, or 2) the upper-level model or schema that 

defines the customized relationships and attribute types, which is 

applied to a taxonomy or set of controlled vocabularies. According 

to the first definition, an ontology is a kind of controlled vocabulary, 

but according to the second definition, it is not. Ontologies integrate 

with and extend taxonomies and have many practical applications. 

Chapter 12 is devoted to ontologies.

Thesauri and Taxonomies

The scope of this book and the broader definition of taxonomy includes 

thesauri, so a closer examination of thesauri is needed. Thesauri can 

be considered as more structurally complex types of taxonomies. The 

same software tools are used to create and manage both.

Thesauri are defined and explained in detail in two sets of standards:

• International Organization for Standardization (ISO;  

www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_ics) ISO 25964. Information 

and Documentation‒Thesauri and Interoperability With 

Other Vocabularies

Part 1: ISO 25964-1:2011 Thesauri for Information Retrieval 

(last reviewed and confirmed in 2017) www.iso.org/

obp/ui/#iso:std:iso:25964:-1:ed-1:v1:en

Part 2: ISO 25964-2:2013 Interoperability With Other 

Vocabularies (last reviewed and confirmed in 2018) 

www.iso.org/obp/ui/#iso:std:iso:25964:-2:ed-1:v1:en
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These have also been adopted by the British Standards 

Institute as BS ISO 25964-1:2011 and BS ISO 25964-

2:2013.

• American National Standards Institute and National

Information Standards Organization (www.niso.org);

ANSI/NISO Z39.19-2005 (R2010): Guidelines for the

Construction, Format, and Management of Monolingual

Controlled Vocabularies

http://www.niso.org/publications/ansiniso-z3919-

2005-r2010

Although the ANSI/NISO Z39.19 standard refers to “controlled 

vocabularies,” a vocabulary created in accordance with these guidelines 

is usually called a thesaurus. As of this writing, a review and update of 

ANSI/NISO Z39.19 was expected to be undertaken in 2023 or 2024.

ANSI/NISO Z39.19-2005 defines a thesaurus as “a controlled vocab-

ulary arranged in a known order and structured so that the various 

relationships among terms are displayed clearly and identified by 

standardized relationship indicators.”5 The standards explain in 

detail the three types of relationships in a thesaurus: hierarchical 

(broader term/narrower term), associative (related term), and equiv-

alence (use/used for). Additional information about a term, such 

as a scope note, may be included to clarify usage.

The traditional thesaurus model, as defined in the published 

standards, treats synonyms/variants as nonpreferred terms, which 

are also terms, but not used directly in tagging, and the nonpre-

ferred terms are linked to the preferred terms with the equivalence 

type of relationship. The newer SKOS model, which is a generic 

standard for all kinds of controlled vocabularies, treats synonyms/

variants as alternative labels for a concept, not as separate terms 

nor part of a relationship.

The design and functionality of a thesaurus are the same in either 

case. Thus, you can create a thesaurus that has concepts instead 
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of terms, alternative labels instead of nonpreferred terms, and no 

equivalence relationships. Different thesaurus management soft-

ware will treat the thesaurus differently, but the end result is the 

same and does not matter for the implementation of tagging and 

information retrieval.

A thesaurus differs from a hierarchical taxonomy in that it typi-

cally includes the features of a taxonomy plus the additional feature 

of associative relationships, which gives it a greater degree of struc-

tural complexity. However, while all terms must belong to a limited 

number of hierarchies within a hierarchical taxonomy, this is not a 

strict requirement for a thesaurus. Although most thesaurus entries 

will list a broader and/or a narrower term, such relationships are 

not necessarily required for every term. If there is no appropriate 

broader term, that relationship may be omitted. In a thesaurus, the 

focus is more on the individual terms than on the top-down struc-

ture. Thus, a thesaurus might include multiple small hierarchies, 

comprising as few as two or three terms, without the strong overar-

ching tree structure typical of a hierarchical taxonomy.

If all the terms in a thesaurus had to be forced into a single hier-

archical tree, some of the hierarchical relationships would probably 

be imperfect. Thesaurus guidelines, however, mandate that each 

term’s hierarchical relationships be accurate and valid. In addition, 

having multiple broader terms for an entry is never a problem in a 

thesaurus, whereas such “polyhierarchies” may be prohibited in a 

given hierarchical taxonomy. Some thesauri do in fact have a sig-

nificant hierarchical structure, and thus the distinction between a 

hierarchical taxonomy and a thesaurus may be blurred. 

The greater detail and information contained in a thesaurus, 

compared with a simple controlled vocabulary or a hierarchical 

taxonomy, aids the user (whether the indexer or the searcher) in 

finding the most appropriate term more easily. A thesaurus struc-

ture is especially useful for a relatively large controlled vocabulary 

that involves human indexing and/or supports a term list display 
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that the end user (searcher) can browse. In contrast to a hierarchi-

cal taxonomy, which is designed for user navigation from the top 

down, a thesaurus with multiple means of access can more easily 

contain a greater number of terms. Thus, a thesaurus may be able 

to support more granular (specific) and extensive indexing than 

a simple hierarchical taxonomy can, especially if the hierarchical 

taxonomy lacks alternative labels. As thesauri explain relationships 

among terms, they are more common in specialized subject areas, 

where the purpose is not merely to aid the user in finding informa-

tion but also to aid the user in obtaining a better understanding 

of the terminology. Traditionally, discipline-focused thesauri have 

even been published and printed as standalone works, separate 

from any indexed content.

Examples of thesauri include the Getty Art & Architecture The-

saurus Online (getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/aat), the ERIC 

(Education Resources Information Center) Thesaurus for educa-

tion research (eric.ed.gov), and the NASA Thesaurus of aeronau-

tics and space terminology (www.sti.nasa.gov/nasa-thesaurus). The 

periodical and reference index publishers, such as Gale ProQuest, 

also refer to their topical controlled vocabulary as a thesauri.

Classification Systems
Classification systems, which are characterized by numeric, alpha-

betical, or alphanumeric codes along with the descriptive labels, 

are similar to hierarchical taxonomies, but function somewhat dif-

ferently from taxonomies. Examples include the Dewey Decimal 

Classification system for books, the North American Industrial Clas-

sification Systems (NAICS) codes for classifying industries, the Inter-

national Press Telecommunications Council’s (IPTC) News Codes, 

and the Journal of Economic Literature (JEL) classification system for 

the discipline of economics. There are classification systems from 

the United Nations and international agencies, such as the United 

Nations Statistics Division’s classification for activities, products, and 

expenditure purposes.
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Classification systems, however, are not used exactly the same 

way as purely topical taxonomies. The conceptual idea is to “clas-

sify” documents or assets, or put them into “classes,” preferably in 

only one place. (In the case of classification of physical objects—for 

the purpose of shelving books, for example—there can be only one 

place.) Classifications may also aid in collecting statistical data over 

time. Classes are like metadata for a document: They tell what class 

the document belongs in. They are not for topics discussed in the 

documents or what the document is all about; that is the purpose of 

tagging or indexing. A document could receive topical tagging from 

a taxonomy that is supplemental to its classification. 

Classification systems are designed to provide a comprehensive 

and balanced coverage of a subject domain independent of the 

actual content, and thus may include categories that are unneces-

sary for a given implementation or use case. Classification systems 

also differ from taxonomies in that they don’t have synonyms/alter-

native labels, and they only have a single hierarchy (a concept cannot 

have two broader concepts). Furthermore, numeric code-based sys-

tems are not flexible and cannot easily be changed. It is usually not 

practical to insert additional codes into the scheme. An excerpt from 

the Dewey Decimal Classification in Figure 1.6 for 290 Other religions 

(other than Christianity) illustrates some of the ways in which a clas-

sification system differs from a taxonomy, with categories for “other 

…,” “unassigned,” “optional number,”  and “not provided elsewhere.” 

A taxonomy of religions would look very different.

Because these systems are relatively unchanging, they don’t need 

to be created or updated often, and their applications are some-

what limited. This means most of the subject areas that could use 

classification systems already have them and don’t need changing; 

those subject areas without classification schemes are likely not 

suitable for them. This is why there is not much work for taxono-

mists in the area of developing classification systems.
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Taxonomies and Metadata

There is significant overlap between taxonomies and metadata. 

Metadata, sometimes called “data about data,” is all the recorded, 

structured information about a content item, such as a document, 

digital asset (such as a video or image file), or webpage. In his book 

Metadata Matters, John Horodyski states that metadata “provides 

the foundation and structure needed to make your assets more dis-

coverable, accessible, and, therefore, more valuable. In other words, 

metadata makes them smart assets.”6  Taxonomies (or more gener-

ally, controlled vocabularies) are often, but not always, metadata. 

And much, but not all, of metadata utilizes controlled vocabularies.

A content repository has a metadata schema, which may follow 

a suggested standard, such as Dublin Core Metadata Elements or 

MARC (Machine-Readable Cataloging), which is useful if the con-

tent is shared among different organizations. Or, it may have a cus-

tomized metadata schema, which is more practical for managing 

metadata within an organization. A metadata schema comprises 

both the defined set of metadata elements or fields and the rules for 

each of those fields. Fields get filled, or “populated,” with specific 

values as appropriate for each individual content item.

There may be some confusion over whether “metadata” refers 

to the fields/properties (the schema) or rather the values that 

Figure 1.6: An excerpt from the 
Dewey Decimal Classification
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populate those fields. Metadata encompasses both. This can be 

compared to a faceted taxonomy, which includes both the names 

of the facets (such as Document type, Subject, Industry, Audi-

ence) and the available values, as controlled vocabulary terms, 

for each facet. Metadata, however, may include free text which is 

not from a controlled vocabulary. Thus, the definition of metadata 

goes even further than the properties and values to also include the 

application of specific metadata values on specific content items or 

digital assets. This contrasts with a taxonomy, which can exist as a 

taxonomy without being tagged to content. Metadata must be con-

nected to something; otherwise, it is not metadata. A better analogy 

for this aspect of metadata would be an index, such as a periodical 

article index, which comprises a structured arrangement of con-

trolled vocabulary terms and its links or references to articles. 

Different types of metadata serve different purposes. The National 

Information Standards Organizations (NISO) defines three kinds 

of metadata: descriptive, structural, and administrative.7 Descrip-

tive metadata includes information on what a resource is about, 

expressed in keywords or short descriptions, and also includes other 

descriptive information that could be used to look up and retrieve 

the item, such as title, author, and document type. Structural meta-

data describes features of the resource, such as pagination or size. 

Administrative metadata describes information needed to manage a 

resource, such as its creation date, access rights, intellectual property 

rights, and archival preservation information. There are other meth-

ods besides NISO for classifying metadata types, but most methods 

distinguish between metadata for managing content and metadata 

for aiding in the search or discovery and retrieval of content. 

Taxonomy as Part of Metadata
There are two reasons taxonomies, or controlled vocabularies in 

general, are associated with the descriptive type of metadata. First, 

taxonomists, by the nature of their work, are focused on the goal of 

descriptive metadata: helping users find content. Second, descriptive 
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metadata tends to use controlled vocabularies more than other types 

of metadata. While administrative or structural metadata may require 

controlled lists of terms to populate some of its fields, a controlled 

“list” is not necessarily a controlled “vocabulary.”

Regardless of the type of metadata (descriptive, structural, or 

administrative), a specific metadata field may either allow free text 

or require the user to select from a controlled list of options. This 

makes a controlled vocabulary a type of controlled list. It would 

be incorrect, however, to call all controlled lists “controlled vocab-

ularies.” For example, the controlled list for a metadata field may 

consist of just a pair of values, such as yes or no, male or female, or 

new or used; or, it may consist of just three or four values, such as 

small, medium, and large. These types of lists are not controlled 

vocabularies, because part of the definition of a controlled vocab-

ulary is that a term is designated for a concept. In the proceeding 

examples, there is not really any question of what word or term 

to use for each concept in the list of two or three terms. We don’t 

even use the word term, but rather value, to refer to the choices in 

short controlled lists. 

There is no rule, however, as to the number of values a list must 

have before it is considered a controlled vocabulary. Rather, the 

defining feature of a controlled vocabulary is that concept-nam-

ing decisions need to be made when developing the list. Therefore, 

the list of the 50 states of the United States by itself is not a con-

trolled vocabulary, just a list; there is no question of what to call 

them. However, a list of just 15 “activity types” would likely be a 

controlled vocabulary. This is because names for those activities 

require research and consideration before a choice can be made 

from various alternatives.

Controlled vocabularies of any size, including hierarchical taxon-

omies, may be used to support one or more descriptive metadata 

fields, especially a field that is called Subject, Topic, or Descriptor. 

A taxonomist is not necessarily responsible for all metadata, so he 
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or she needs to work in collaboration with a metadata architect, 

metadata librarian, or content architect. This is especially true in the 

blurred area of responsibility between short controlled vocabularies 

and long controlled lists. In addition to determining the metadata 

fields and their values, other decisions need to be made: whether 

assigning/tagging values from a specific metadata field is required 

or optional; whether a metadata field may hold only one value or can 

permit multiple values; whether the metadata property is universal 

for all content types or is more specific for a subset of the content 

that needs to be defined; and whether the field will be displayed in 

the user interface for end-user search-and-retrieval purposes. 

Another way that controlled vocabularies and metadata proper-

ties may be combined is when metadata, as descriptive attributes, is 

applied to controlled vocabulary concepts. This is often the case with 

named entities, and this is also a defining feature of ontologies. For 

example, named person entities may have biographic data or con-

tact information as metadata attributes; geographical entities may 

have latitude and longitude as metadata attributes; organization 

entities may have location, size, and other statistical information as 

metadata attributes. Adding such metadata to a taxonomy is part of 

the process of extending it to become an ontology. 

Taxonomy That Is Not Metadata
If a taxonomy is implemented in a way that the terms, unlike other 

metadata, are not attached to a content item, then the taxonomy 

might not be part of metadata. If a taxonomy is implemented to 

support dynamic auto-indexing or search and is executed “on-the-

fly” rather than being permanently attached to a record, it is not 

metadata. While we have already stated that a hierarchical navi-

gation design is not necessarily a taxonomy, in some cases, a nav-

igation scheme could be a taxonomy but may not be metadata. 

If a navigation scheme were designed as a taxonomy, and taxon-

omy terms were hyperlinked to content—with some terms indi-

rectly linked to more than one content item (such as through an 
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intermediate navigation page)—the taxonomy terms would not 

necessarily be metadata.

Applications and Purposes of Taxonomies
Taxonomies serve as an intermediary between people/users and 

content, enabling the users to find what they are looking for or to 

discover other information of interest within a body of content. 

The content may be text and/or multimedia, and it may be in any 

file format. It may be managed within a content/document man-

agement system or be served in a free or subscription-based web 

application. The users could be employees within an organization, 

partners on an extranet or portal, subscribed members or custom-

ers, or the general public. 

A taxonomy enables more accurate and more complete retrieval 

than search alone. Search engine algorithms are effective in retrieving 

desired content on the entire searchable World Wide Web, but when 

it comes to searching within an enterprise or within a specific con-

tent repository, the capabilities and expectations are different. With 

less content, somewhat less relevant results may be included in the 

first page of search results. Within a smaller content repository, the 

user may want to retrieve all relevant content, not just some, as is 

the case on the web. Finally, the search algorithms don’t work as 

well on smaller content sets.

The way the taxonomy serves as the intermediary is that appro-

priate taxonomy concepts are tagged to content items so that when 

users search on or browse for terms in the taxonomy of their interest, 

they retrieve the relevant content that was tagged with the taxonomy 

concepts. For the taxonomy to function optimally, it should be cus-

tom designed to cover the body of content in appropriate breadth 

and depth and also serve the particular users by incorporating con-

cept labels that the users understand and are likely to select. The 

ways that users interact with a taxonomy can vary. The following sec-

tions describe some of the ways that taxonomies are implemented. 
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Uses of Taxonomies

Traditional, hierarchical taxonomies are designed for end-user 

browsing, top-down. In this way, the user is guided from broad 

concepts to narrower concepts of interest in order to retrieve the 

content tagged or categorized with the selected concept. However, 

this is not the only way that people utilize taxonomies; in fact, this 

use is becoming less common. The list of various taxonomy uses has 

grown over the years to encompass the following, and undoubtedly 

more uses will be added in the future.

Consistent Tagging/Indexing

Tagging is the standard back-end use of taxonomies. Tagging, whether 

automated or manual, can be done with or without a taxonomy. With-

out a taxonomy, though, the tags will be far more inconsistent, as they 

will reflect the words in the text; the same concept may also be named 

differently in different texts.

Topic/Category Browsing

Topic browsing is useful for novice users, first-time users, or others 

who are not familiar with the subject domain in that the hierarchi-

cal structure can guide the user to find the desired concept as well 

as what has been tagged to it.

Attribute/Facet Browsing

Faceted taxonomies support browsing and selecting from among 

available attributes grouped by aspect or facet, thus limiting a set 

of results retrieved from either search or from a prior selection of a 

category in a browsable hierarchy.

Search

Search is supported with taxonomies when a search engine is config-

ured to search and give weight to terms in a taxonomy over a full-text 

search. Thus, appropriately tagged content provides either the only 
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results or the top results displayed. Taxonomy support for search is 

explained in more detail in the next section. 

Discovery

Discovery means the user finds useful or interesting information 

that was not even being looked for. This does not usually happen 

with simple search that involves no taxonomy. A taxonomy can sup-

port discovery through its internal relationships to other concepts or 

when it is displayed on retrieved content items that enable the user 

to look for other content tagged with the same concepts.

Filtering Results

Filtering results is not merely a common feature of faceted taxonomy 

(involving filtering on facet-attributes). Some user interfaces also 

support filtering a search result by any taxonomy concepts, regard-

less of how they are displayed. It’s common for users to search first 

and then filter results.

Sorting Results

The ability to sort results is a feature in some content/document 

management systems. If controlled vocabulary concepts are used in 

metadata properties (as term lists), and the user interface is designed 

to enable sorting by metadata properties, then a controlled vocabu-

lary provides a consistent and reliable method for sorting.

Curated Content in Alerts or Feeds

Taxonomies need not support only active searching. They can also 

be used to design custom curation of repeated automatic searches 

that are run against continually updated content either as a user-cre-

ated alert or a publisher-created news digest.
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Supporting Navigation

Taxonomies can drive various website navigation features such as 

breadcrumb-trail “friendly” URLs that comprise the taxonomy-based 

hierarchy of concepts (such as something like www.retailer.com/

products/computers/laptops). Taxonomies can also indirectly pro-

vide guidance in building menu and page hierarchies.

Content Management Workflow

While taxonomies and other controlled vocabularies are usually 

used for content or information retrieval, they may be used for 

other aspects of content management, such as content workflow 

management. Content management tasks can be supported by the 

use of controlled vocabulary terms for such categories as owner-

ships, rights, lifecycle status, etc. 

Consistent Metadata for Identification, Comparison, and Analysis

Since taxonomies provide controlled values for metadata proper-

ties, they can be useful in all aspects of metadata use, not just infor-

mation curation and retrieval. Other uses of descriptive metadata 

on content include content identification (such as content type or 

source name) or content comparison or analysis by means of con-

sistent attributes.

Visualization of Topics

Taxonomy concepts can be visualized to support better understanding 

of a subject area or tagging use. Such visualizations include, among oth-

ers, tag clouds, hierarchical trees, and hub-and-spoke graph diagrams.

Personalization or Recommendation Systems

Recommendation, a specific form of personalization, involves cus-

tomized delivery of content or activities based on a user’s profile 

and/or past interactions with a system. The profile may have meta-

data properties with controlled vocabulary concepts, and past usage 
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data may result in the user being assigned categories that determine 

future content or activities to engage in. Recommendation use cases 

include ecommerce, job searching, and online learning.

Semantic Search, Analysis, Etc., When Combined With Ontologies

When enriched with an ontology model/schema, a taxonomy can 

support more complex searches, data analysis, data linking, and 

various benefits associated with knowledge graphs. The uses of 

ontologies are listed in Chapter 12.

Taxonomies and Search
As stated previously, taxonomies support better retrieval results that 

are both more accurate and more complete than search engines 

alone. This does not mean that taxonomies are an alternative to 

search; rather, taxonomies should be used with search to improve 

it. While improvements have been made in search technologies in 

the past, there have been no major improvements recently. Addi-

tionally, methods of search that work well for web search engines 

do not necessarily apply to search on the relatively smaller content 

collections of an enterprise, a website, or an information product/

service. Rather than being mutually exclusive methods for users to 

find content, taxonomies and search can be used in combination in 

various ways to improve results as well as user experience. 

When initially introduced to enterprise and published digital 

content systems, search engines were seen as a quick and inexpen-

sive alternative to developing a taxonomy and manually indexing 

content. In some cases, where more accurate results were desired, 

content manually tagged with a taxonomy would be presented 

to users as an option. Users would then have the choice either 

to browse the taxonomy topics or search the full text of content, 

but the two functions were separate. As taxonomies have grown 

too large to be fully displayed, such browsable, multi-level hier-

archical taxonomies have become less common. Now, there are 

various methods to combine taxonomies and search for a unified 
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experience with the best results. This includes searching on the tax-

onomy, taxonomies in faceted search/browse, and taxonomy con-

cepts to refine post-search results.

Search on Taxonomy Concepts

Searching on taxonomy concepts, that is, searching on the words 

or phrases within taxonomy concept labels, which includes alter-

native labels (synonyms), is typically enabled within a standard 

search feature, so the user may not even be aware that the search 

is on the taxonomy. A single search box is presented to the user. 

There may be an option to select “search type,” offering the user 

a choice between full-text/keyword search and taxonomy/subject 

search, as shown in the screenshot of Figure 1.7. A simpler option 

is to have the default search on taxonomy concepts; if no taxon-

omy concept (or its synonyms) matches the user-entered search 

string, the search then automatically reverts to full text. This makes 

it a seamless experience to the user, who does not need to decide 

whether or not to search the taxonomy. 

When search is on taxonomy concepts, taxonomy concepts may 

or may not be displayed to the user. A common option is to present 

a short list of matching taxonomy concepts that appear just under 

the search box in a type-ahead feature. As the user enters characters 

into the search box, taxonomy concepts that begin with the same 

Figure 1.7: A screenshot from the Advanced Search options of the Gale 
OneFile research databases available through library subscriptions
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letters are presented. A more sophisticated version, known as “search 

suggest,” includes taxonomy concepts that contain a user-entered 

word within the taxonomy concept label, not merely at the begin-

ning of it. Although alternative labels of taxonomy concepts are typ-

ically not included in “search suggest,” they could be. An example of 

type-ahead search on taxonomy concepts is shown in Figure 1.8

Faceted Search/Browse

Faceted search is an increasingly common implementation of search 

that is done in combination with taxonomies. Facets group taxonomy 

concepts by functional aspect and serve as filters by which users may 

limit search results based on the different aspects— document type, 

location, organization, sector, topic, function, etc. Faceted taxonomies 

make use of multiple metadata properties assigned to a content item 

or content stored in a database. Since the facets and at least some of 

the values/concepts within each facet are displayed to the users for 

browsing, this kind of taxonomy implementation may also be called 

faceted browse, but it is usually integrated with search. An example of a 

faceted taxonomy excerpt for job openings is shown in Figure 1.9

Figure 1.8: A screenshot of search on the start 
“heal” in the Subject Guide (taxonomy) Search of 

the Gale OneFile Business research database
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To support facets, each content item is tagged with taxonomy 

concepts from multiple facets. Users then browse and select con-

cepts from each of any number of facets to narrow the results. The 

taxonomy needs to be designed appropriately to comprise the 

facets needed for the use case. Faceted search gives control to the 

user to limit or broaden the search results further. Typically, faceted 

search is implemented so that a user first executes a search on a 

word or phrase entered into a search box, then limits or filters the 

search result set with a selection of taxonomy terms from the facets. 

Some faceted taxonomy implementations also expose the facets to 

the user prior to executing a search. Faceted taxonomy design is 

discussed in Chapter 8. 

Figure 1.9: An example of a faceted 
taxonomy excerpt for job openings
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Post-Search Refinements

Topical taxonomies or thesauri may have hundreds or thousands of 

concepts. Thus, implementing taxonomy concepts as post-search 

refinements is a practical solution when there are too many concepts 

in a hierarchical taxonomy or a facet to be easily browsed. Post-

search refinements are short lists of taxonomy concepts/tags that 

enable a user to refine a search result in a manner that is some-

what similar to the presentation of taxonomy concepts in facets. 

The differences are that multiple distinct facets are not required, 

as “topics” alone are sufficient, and the displayed list is generated 

based on a search result and presents only the concepts that have 

been tagged in the set of content items retrieved. The taxonomy 

concepts are typically displayed in ranked order of occurrence/fre-

quency for the search result set, and they are often accompanied by 

occurrence count numbers. An example of a display of post-search 

refinements in the left margin of a search result is shown in Figure 

1.10 and is from the publicly accessible Berklee College of Music 

REMIX research collection.

Thus, the user executes a simple search first, sees in the margin 

the top taxonomy concepts that are tagged to the retrieved set of 

records, then selects from among these concepts to get a refined sub-

set of the retrieved results that have been tagged with that concept.

Categories and Tags
When people consider taxonomies for information management 

and retrieval, they tend to think of taxonomies either as structures 

of categories or sets of tags. Although taxonomies have both fea-

tures, some are designed more as categories, and some are designed 

more as tags. Often someone new to the role of taxonomist is con-

fronted with this choice in implementing a taxonomy in a content 

management system (CMS) that has features for simultaneously 

supporting both categories and tags.

Tags are for tagging, which implies putting a tag on something, 

i.e., some kind of content item. You can put more than one tag on 
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something, and that is typically encouraged in tagging. Tags can be 

very specific or relatively broad. Information professionals might 

prefer to call them “index terms” and refer to tagging as indexing. 

An organized, alphabetized list of tags with their links to content 

could serve as an index. Tags could be managed in any structure: 

a set of flat-term lists for different metadata properties, concepts 

from various facets of a faceted taxonomy, concepts in a hierar-

chical taxonomy, or terms in a thesaurus. Actually, a “tag” by defi-

nition does not even need to be from a controlled vocabulary but 

could be uncontrolled keywords created by the person doing the 

tagging. Tags are aimed at supporting search, so they should be as 

Figure 1.10: An example of post-search refinement implementation 
of taxonomy concepts displayed in the left margin box under 
KEYWORDS in the Music and Health Institute repository of  

the Research Media and Information Exchange (REMIX)  
(https://remix.berklee.edu) at Berklee College of Music.
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specific as needed for the searches the users conduct. A document 

could be tagged for all the things (people, organizations, places, 

events, products, and topics) it discusses in enough detail that a 

user searching on a tag name will find sufficient useful informa-

tion about that subject in the retrieved document.

Categories are for categorizing, which may also be called classi-

fying. This implies putting something into a category. Traditionally, 

things go into only one category. If the category is represented as 

a file folder, whether an actual electronic folder/directory path or 

just a depiction of a folder icon, the idea is still putting something 

in a place. Hence, it cannot simultaneously go into two places. Even 

when a system enables a content item to go into more than one 

category, unlike tags, it is still preferable to have most content items 

assigned to only one category and with only a few items being 

assigned to two categories. For example, there may be a bread-

crumb trail for the hierarchy of categories, and the breadcrumb 

trail may only take a single path. The idea is that the categories 

retain distinct meaning and usage through mostly distinct content. 

While categories have different levels of specificity, the term itself 

implies a collection of things, so there is an implicit understanding 

that categories don’t get too specific. As there is also the notion of 

a subcategory, categories tend to be arranged in a hierarchy. So, a 

hierarchy of categories is a kind of hierarchical taxonomy.

Because tags and categories are different, it is possible to have 

both at the same time for the same set of content, especially if the 

categories are deliberately kept broad and the tags are relatively 

specific. Content management systems and digital asset manage-

ment systems increasingly offer features of both categories and 

tags for managing content, as shown in Figure 1.11, a screenshot 

from the content management system Alfresco. In these cases, the 

challenge is to decide to what degree of classification to use the cat-

egories and to what degree to use the tags. 
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Taxonomies for License

Although the primary objective of this book is to provide instruction 

on building taxonomies, it is not always necessary to build an entire 

taxonomy from scratch. Some or all of a taxonomy could be acquired 

from another source. While taxonomies for enterprises and content 

management systems should definitely be custom-created, a taxon-

omy for the tagging of documents or files in a given subject area 

(law, health, technology, news, etc.) could be purchased or licensed. 

Furthermore, taxonomies for license not only serve the purposes 

of tagging and content retrieval but may also provide an outline of 

a knowledge domain. Many subject areas are already covered by 

existing published taxonomies. There are generic taxonomies for 

geographic places, industry types, product types, and so forth. In 

addition, lists of named entities are available from various sources. 

Figure 1.11: Screenshot from the content management 
system Alfresco showing the simultaneous presence of 

both categories and tags for the same content.
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You might consider licensing an external taxonomy if the right one 

already exists and if creating one from scratch would be too great a 

task for reasons such as size, specialty subject area, or limited time. 

A licensed controlled vocabulary could be used for merely a single 

facet or for part of a larger set of taxonomies, such as for geographic 

places. Another common use case for licensing taxonomies is to get 

a “starter” taxonomy within a subject domain that can be revised 

and built out further. 

Taxonomies or controlled vocabularies available for license come 

from all kinds of sources: government agencies, professional associa-

tions, other nonprofit organizations, and a few commercial enter-

prises. Government-published taxonomies available for license 

(or even free without a license) include LCSH, Library of Congress 

Thesaurus for Graphic Materials, MeSH, USDA National Agricul-

tural Library Thesaurus, and the United Kingdom’s Integrated Public 

Sector Vocabulary. The Getty Research Institute (part of the J. Paul 

Getty Trust) is a reputable nonprofit provider of controlled vocabu-

laries, including the Art & Architecture Thesaurus, Getty Thesaurus 

of Geographic Names, and Union List of Artist Names. The leading 

commercial vendor of prebuilt taxonomies, WAND Inc. (www.wand.

com), specializes in products and services taxonomies. Some data-

base publishers, such as Gale, a part of Cengage Learning, which cre-

ated taxonomies initially as part of its own products, may also license 

these taxonomies alone (not as part of its content products).

The largest directory of taxonomies and other knowledge organi-

zation systems (KOSs), including about 3,400, is BARTOC–the Basic 

Register of Thesauri, Ontologies & Classifications (bartoc.org). BAR-

TOC was originally developed and hosted at the Basel University 

Library, Switzerland, with the first word of its name being “Basel” 

instead of “Basic.” In 2020, the database moved to the Head Office 

of the Common Library Network (Gemeinsamer Bibliotheksverbund 

Verbundzentrale; GBV) of seven states in northern Germany, and it 

was renamed. It includes all kinds of KOSs, in all subject areas and 
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languages, in any publication format, and in any form of accessibil-

ity. BARTOC is maintained by a community of volunteers, who add 

new suggestions. Updates, however, are only made if the owner of 

a knowledge organization system makes the request. Various meta-

data is listed for each KOS, including access and license types, for-

mats (CSV, XML, JSON, etc.), publisher contact, website subject area, 

KOS type (such as glossary, thesaurus, ontology, etc.), and a detailed 

description. BARTOC also includes a listing of about 100 other KOS 

directories (registers), repositories, and services, which may be eas-

ier to search. The vocabulary “services” feature fully browsable KOSs 

through a web service.

With the growing demand for tagging images, there are also an 

increasing number of “keyword lists” for photographers. Many of 

these are, in fact, hierarchical and faceted taxonomies. But since they 

usually do not include alternative labels, they are rather simple tax-

onomies, despite the fact that some of them are very large (10,000 or 

20,000 terms). Prices for these lists are relatively inexpensive com-

pared with some of the commercial thesauri available, and some of 

the smaller keyword lists are free. A directory of these, called “Photog-

raphy Keyword Lists & Free Keywording Resources for Lightroom,” is 

available on the website of one keyword-list vendor, Photo-Keywords 

(www.photo-keywords.com/keywording-resources.php), which is 

targeted especially at freelance professional photographers.

Formats may vary, but typically, taxonomies or thesauri that are 

made available for other uses are formatted in some form of XML, 

although JSON-LD and TTL are becoming more common, especially 

for controlled vocabularies and ontologies expressed in RDF. In any of 

these formats, all concepts, labels, relations, notes, definitions, etc., 

are retained when they are imported into other taxonomy manage-

ment systems. The use of XML and other interoperable taxonomy 

formats is described in greater detail in Chapter 11. CSV (comma 

separate values) may be used for simple term lists and basic hier-

archical taxonomies. The photography keyword lists are available in 
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Excel in a format that allows them to be easily imported into photo 

management software, especially Adobe Lightroom, while maintain-

ing the hierarchy.

If you acquire a taxonomy, however, you will likely want to mod-

ify or enhance it for your own needs, and, in any case, it will require 

some maintenance over time. The following example case demon-

strates how a generic taxonomy, taken as is, may not be ideal. A 

large-scale historical digitization project that coded early American 

election results used the Getty Thesaurus of Geographic Names. 

Even though the thesaurus includes historical place names, it was 

still found to be insufficient for the project’s needs. It did not include 

all the towns and boroughs that were named in the elections project, 

and it did not indicate exactly when various historical names were 

used or when boundaries were redrawn.

Licensing agreements may allow use of a taxonomy without a 

fee in some cases but may prohibit for-profit use or require state-

ments referring to the original copyright holder. If the taxonomy is 

treated as a published copyrighted work, whether free or for a fee, 

then there would also be restrictions on making changes to it. The 

policy for modifications to the Getty vocabularies is as follows:

The license for the Getty vocabularies, AAT, TGN, ULAN, 

and CONA (in development) does not restrict additions 

or alterations to the vocabulary, provided that—if the 

product is visible to the public or other end users—the 

terms and other information that come from the Getty 

vocabulary are labeled with a citation for the vocabulary 

and the copyright of the J. Paul Getty Trust. Likewise, any 

additions and alterations must be clearly indicated as 

NOT being from the Getty vocabulary. If the vocabulary 

is only used behind the scenes for retrieval and not visi-

ble to the end user, labeling which bits come from Getty 

vocabulary and which are added is irrelevant.8
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Government sources tend not to be restrictive on reuse and mod-

ification. The policy for using and modifying Medical Subject Head-

ings (MeSH) and other vocabularies from the U.S. National Library of 

Medicine (NLM) is covered in the NLM website copyright statement:

Works produced by the U.S. government are not subject 

to copyright protection in the United States. Any such 

works found on National Library of Medicine (NLM) Web 

sites may be freely used or reproduced without permis-

sion in the U.S. Please acknowledge NLM as the source 

of the information by including the phrase “Courtesy of 

the U.S. National Library of Medicine” or “Source: U.S. 

National Library of Medicine.”9

The European Union has a similar policy statement for use of 

its controlled vocabularies, such as EuroVoc, as stated on the EU 

Publishing office website: 

The copyright for the editorial content of this website, 

which is owned by the EU, is licensed under the Creative 

Commons Attribution 4.0 International license. This 

means that you can re-use the content provided you 

acknowledge the source and indicate any changes you 

have made.10

Often you will want to make changes to the acquired taxonomy, 

and if you are required to indicate the changes, this might not be 

practical, because taxonomy changes can be numerous and occur 

frequently. Licensed taxonomies, both those that prohibit and 

those that permit changes, typically offer updates, such as on an 

annual basis. Updates, however, are not the same as the require-

ment to adapt and enhance a taxonomy for a particular use case to 

reflect the content and user needs of a particular implementation. 
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A solid understanding of how to create new concepts and rela-

tionships, as discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, is still necessary to 

manage prebuilt taxonomies. Therefore, acquiring a taxonomy 

from an external source does not eliminate the need for a taxon-

omist. Starting with a prebuilt taxonomy, though, can save time 

and make things much easier for the less experienced taxonomist. 

You can follow examples of term formats and relationships as you 

build out the taxonomy further. 

History of Taxonomies
Taxonomies are both new and old. “Both librarians and indexers were 

doing ‘taxonomy’ long before it became a hot topic in the 1990s,” 

according to taxonomy trainer Jean Graef of the Montague Institute.11

Taxonomies in Cataloging and Indexing
The earliest taxonomies were for classification, such as for organ-

isms or for books, but each item could only go in one place within 

the taxonomy. For example, a book gets a single call number for its 

location on the shelf. In the field of library science, by the end of the 

19th century, more practical taxonomies emerged that supported 

supplemental descriptive cataloging, which is not limited to one 

descriptive term per book. The leading controlled vocabularies for 

cataloging books have been the American Library Association Sub-

ject Headings (1895), Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) 

(1898), and the Sears List, published originally as the List of Sub-

ject Headings for Small Public Libraries (1923). These were simple 

controlled vocabularies lacking broader/narrower and related term 

relationships. LCSH used See also references for every kind of rela-

tionship and began to introduce broader term, narrower term, and 

related term references only in 1985.12

LCSH, back when it was still in its simpler form, was adopted 

by various periodical index publishers for the indexing of arti-

cles from multiple newspapers, magazines, and journals. These 
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publishers included the H.W. Wilson Co. (since acquired by EBSCO), 

which dated back to the start of LCSH, and Information Access Co. 

(acquired by Gale, now a part of Cengage Learning) and ABI/INFORM 

(now ProQuest) in the 1970s. Cengage’s and ProQuest’s controlled 

vocabularies have diverged from LCSH over the years based on the 

work of their taxonomists.

Meanwhile, professional societies started to develop their own 

controlled vocabularies for indexing periodical literature in their 

fields at least by the early 1900s. These included the American 

Chemical Society’s Chemical Abstracts Service, founded in 1907. 

The word thesaurus was first used in 1957 by Peter Luhn to refer 

to a controlled vocabulary for information retrieval purposes at 

IBM. Early published thesauri included the U.S. Department of 

Defense’s ASTIA Descriptors in 1960 and the American Institute of 

Chemical Engineers’ Chemical Engineering Thesaurus in 1961.13 

Standard thesaurus relationships emerged over time, and guide-

lines were developed that reinforced them, including UNESCO’s 

1967 guidelines, which formed the basis of the ISO 2788 standard 

of 198614 (superseded by ISO 25964 in 2011). Since the 1960s, var-

ious companies, government agencies, and professional associ-

ations have published dozens of specialized thesauri. In 1972, the 

new company DIALOG began offering the first publicly available 

online research service, providing access to multiple bibliographic 

citation databases indexed with controlled vocabularies.

Corporate Taxonomies
Up through the 1980s, however, taxonomy (thesaurus) development 

was mostly limited to large index or literature-retrieval database 

publishers, a few large companies, especially in the sciences (such as 

DuPont), and government agencies. The companies and government 

agencies that developed taxonomies did so mostly within specific 

subject areas. Taxonomies for an entire organization, that is, enter-

prise-wide taxonomies, first began to appear in the late 1970s, but 

their adoption was limited. According to taxonomy and knowledge 
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management consultant Lynda Moulton, it was not so much a lack of 

interest but simply the limitations of software tools at the time that 

hindered a wider adoption of enterprise taxonomies. Moulton recalls 

teaching a number of thesaurus construction workshops during 

1982–1984, attended by librarians and indexers from such compa-

nies as Liberty Mutual, John Hancock, Fidelity, MITRE, and Digital 

Equipment Corp.15

Contemporary library automation began to emerge in the late 

1970s and systems for “special libraries” (corporate libraries and 

information management) as early as 1980. Although dedicated 

taxonomy management systems had not yet appeared on the mar-

ket, these earlier systems included taxonomy management fea-

tures. These included BiblioTech by Comstow Information Services 

(acquired by Inmagic in 1999, and, since 2013, part of Lucidea), 

which was first installed at Polaroid in 1981, and TechLib, released 

in 1984, which was built on BASIS (acquired by OpenText in 1998). 

Comstow held a number of workshops that were devoted to the-

saurus development for corporate libraries in the early 1980s.16

It was only in the late 1990s that a broader interest in taxonomies, 

and the corresponding tools to support them, developed. For exam-

ple, the taxonomy consultancy Earley & Associates (now Earley Infor-

mation Science) started working on classification, categorization, 

and metadata projects (essentially taxonomy, but not called that yet) 

to help its clients make the most out of the Lotus Notes application 

by building classification structures, forms, and navigation. In 1998, 

IBM introduced its Lotus Discovery Service, which “really called out 

the need for a taxonomy,” according to Seth Earley, so he and other 

consultants at the time provided services in creating taxonomies 

for Lotus Notes.17

The Growth of Enterprise and Web Taxonomies
The emergence and growth of the web in 1990s was a major contrib-

uting factor in the growing interest in taxonomies for several reasons. 

The web enabled smaller publishers to offer online information 
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services. Companies started developing intranets that quickly 

expanded in size and required better navigation and search. “With 

the growth of the internet, there was a lot of interest in building to 

improve search results,” explained Synapse Corp. (now Synaptica 

LLC) co-founder Trish Yancey in regard to the start of the company.18 

The proliferation of search engines, and then site search or enterprise 

search, also led to an interest in taxonomies as it became apparent 

that search alone was not sufficient. According to Jean Graef, “Taxon-

omy became hot when IT realized that search engines by themselves 

couldn’t solve the whole retrieval problem.”19

Finally, attention to site design and navigation through the new 

field of information architecture also put value on taxonomies. 

Indexer, information architect, and taxonomist Fred Leise wrote, 

“As the field of information architecture and the influence of Louis 

Rosenfeld’s and Peter Morville’s Information Architecture for the 

World Wide Web grew, the knowledge of library science-related 

information, such as faceted browsing classifications and the use 

of synonym rings as search improvements, spread more widely.”20

The growing interest in taxonomies in the 1980s and 1990s was 

also reflected in the growth of taxonomy management software. Soft-

ware for creating and maintaining taxonomies was originally devel-

oped internally within the few large organizations that had already 

developed taxonomies. In 1980, Comstow released BiblioTech, its 

fully integrated library system for corporate and government librar-

ies, which included a module for thesaurus creation, fully integrated 

with the cataloging and indexing module. Battelle Columbus Labo-

ratory released similar functionality in TechLib soon after.21

In the mid-1980s, commercial PC software for thesaurus cre-

ation became available, including the desktop tools MultiTes, Term 

Tree, and TCS (later a part of WebChoir). Of these, only MultiTes is 

still offered today. Larger-scale client–server systems became avail-

able in the 1990s, reflecting the growing demand. Synapse Corp. 

had developed software to maintain taxonomies it was creating 
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for others as a consulting service but soon found a market for the 

software itself and, in 1999,  began selling the Synaptica taxonomy 

management system, the first commercial, web-based thesaurus 

management software. Similarly, Access Innovations had been 

offering indexing services since 1978 but then found demand for its 

taxonomy management tool and has commercially offered its Data 

Harmony Thesaurus Master since 1998. Wordmap, another taxon-

omy software vendor, was founded in 1998. Content management 

systems and enterprise search solutions, which only really entered 

the market in the 1990s, have also begun to offer taxonomy man-

agement components or features.

The 1990s also saw the establishment of commercial vendors 

of taxonomies, including Synapse Corp. and WAND, both of which 

were founded in 1995, and the automatic taxonomy generator com-

pany Intellisophic in 1999.

The rise of the term taxonomy paralleled this growing interest in 

taxonomies. Former taxonomy consultant Ron Daniel got his start 

in the field working for the U.S. Department of Energy on its thesau-

rus. He recounts how, around 1997, it was starting to use the word 

taxonomy interchangeably with thesaurus and another term that 

hasn’t become quite as popular, synonymy.22 Earley recalls starting 

to use the word taxonomy with clients around 1996 or 1997. Lynda 

Moulton recalls the adoption of the term taxonomy as follows:

Throughout my professional career, first as a technical 

librarian, then as a software developer and consultant, 

the operative terminology for my work was thesaurus.

… I first heard the term taxonomy applied to “organization 

maps,” in the early 1990s. … In the late 1990s I began to 

see the term “taxonomy” routinely used to describe “ter-

minology maps,” “topical hierarchies,” and “terminol-

ogy relationships.” Before long, taxonomy became the 
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de facto label for topical navigation schemes on commer-

cial websites that had a focus on text content retrieval. … 

At some point I recognized that the term “thesaurus” was 

not understood by IT and business management profes-

sionals. So, about 2000, I adopted taxonomy to cover any 

controlled vocabulary being developed or applied in any 

indexing, metadata management or retrieval situation. … 

To this day, I use thesaurus and taxonomy interchange-

ably depending on which word will most likely resonate 

with my audience.23

The turning point came around 2000. In the summary of the Euro-

pean Business Information Conference (EBIC) conference in 2000, 

Tom Koulopoulos, president of the Delphi Group and renowned 

writer and public speaker on knowledge management, declared, 

“Taxonomies are chic.” Since then taxonomies have been a popular 

topic in conference presentations and workshops. The Montague 

Institute held its first taxonomy roundtable in 2000. A significant 

number of taxonomies had become available publicly (usually for 

licensing), so in 2001 Synapse Corp. (now Synaptica, LLC) launched 

its Taxonomy Warehouse website directory of taxonomies. Taxon-

omy consultant Marcia Morante recalled as follows:

The year 2000 was probably the very beginning of the 

commercial taxonomy wave. That was the year that I started 

with Sageware, and we still had to do a lot of explanation. 

But by that time, there were definitely a few companies 

whose business was built around taxonomies.24

Responses in our taxonomist survey also indicate that taxon-

omy became common around 2000. A pair of questions asked 

for how many years respondents had been doing taxonomy-re-

lated work and for how many years they had been doing work 
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specifically called “taxonomy.” Responses to the pairs of questions 

did not differ from each other significantly, except for the responses 

from taxonomists who had been in this field for over 20 years (since 

2001 or earlier), with 19 (11.8%) saying they had been doing tax-

onomy-related work for over 20 years, but only six (3.6%) saying 

they had been doing work called “taxonomy” for over 20 years. (See 

Appendix A, Questions 2 and 3.)

Although newer buzzwords, such as folksonomy, social network-

ing, and Web 2.0, superseded taxonomy in their usage in the 2000s, a 

sustained interest in taxonomy and taxonomists continues. A search 

on the topic Taxonomy in Google Trends indicates that, after a peak 

of interest in the early 2000s, the interest in taxonomy has remained 

rather consistent since around 2006 through 2021.

As for the newer trends in the history of taxonomies, we see more 

faceted and fewer purely hierarchical taxonomies, more uses of tax-

onomies in a greater variety of industries, the adoption of the SKOS 

standard and thus more interoperability with the Semantic Web 

and a convergence of controlled vocabulary types, such as taxon-

omies and thesauri or taxonomies and ontologies. There is also a 

greater number of people with more diverse backgrounds getting 

involved in taxonomy work. That is the subject of the next chapter.
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if they renamed their category from “notebook computers” to “lap-

tops .” These were high-stakes taxonomy choices!

A real sign that a field is becoming mainstream is when it starts its 

own conference . I attended the second Taxonomy Boot Camp con-

ference in 2007, excited to be surrounded by my peers to exchange 

ideas and try to solidify my notion of what “good” enterprise taxon-

omy really was . Besides the learnings I got there, it was comforting to 

know I was part of a group of people learning on the job and working 

to deepen the field . It was an easy choice to come back every year—a 

kind of taxonomy pilgrimage . 

To illustrate how quickly things moved back then, by the third Boot 

Camp, I was a presenter, and by the 10th, I was the new program chair . 

Chairing this conference has been a most exciting way to witness the 

evolution of both the discipline and the applications of taxonomy, but 

also to see the community of taxonomists expand and be enlivened by 

its extensions into adjacent fields such as content strategy, data science, 

and AI . I start every conference with the same question: “How many of 

you are attending for the first time and are new to taxonomies?” And 

every year, I’m stunned to see more than 50% of the audience raising 

their hands, proving that there is a constant flow of new people being 

asked to take charge of taxonomies for their organizations .

I remember getting the first edition of The Accidental Taxono-

mist at Taxonomy Boot Camp 2010 . It was right in the middle of 

the halcyon days of taxonomy, and we were all hungry for a book to 

help set the foundation for new practitioners . Heather has done a 

great service to the community by codifying all the best practices 

being formed in the community, and its unparalleled and enduring 

value is evidenced by the fact that we are now into a third edition . 

The field of taxonomy is much richer than it was 12 years ago: Tax-

onomies are more complex and being used for more varied applica-

tions, including personalization and machine learning . This edition 

covers much of the new ground taxonomists need to be aware of for 

modern practice, from the SKOS standard to ontologies .
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When Heather asked me to write this foreword, I was excited 

because I knew exactly what I wanted to say . As I hope I’ve man-

aged to convey from my own personal “coming of age” in taxon-

omy, nothing captures the zeitgeist of the early days of the field 

better than the idea of the “accidental taxonomist .” As my yearly 

observations at the Boot Camp can attest, the label continues to 

resonate with so many people who jump (or are thrust) into the 

field—sometimes unexpectedly—from all walks of professional 

life . Our discipline is not confined to a formal education or career 

path: We are librarians, designers, IAs, content managers, data sci-

entists, or just people who like things organized . We have often felt 

like we don’t know what we’re doing, but take comfort in knowing 

that we aren’t the only ones . 

Fortunately, new generations of taxonomists have this book as 

their guide . The Accidental Taxonomist is a pivotal bit of writing that 

gives today’s aspiring taxonomists common ground and something 

to identify with as they make their way into the discipline . It is full 

of detailed explanations of why and how you should build taxono-

mies, as well as what to do with them once you do . I have personally 

given or recommended this book to almost every newbie who has 

expressed an interest in taxonomies, knowing they will be well-ac-

companied on their journey . 

I hope you enjoy reading this book, and know that it comes with 

a membership . Welcome to the club .

—Stephanie Lemieux

Stephanie Lemieux is a taxonomy and metadata expert and president of 

Dovecot Studio, an information management consultancy. She has more than 

15 years’ experience helping organizations such as Coca-Cola, General Mills, 

and the International Monetary Fund structure, manage, and organize their 

content and data. She has been chair of Taxonomy Boot Camp since 2016 

and is a regular speaker at information management conferences around the 

world. Stephanie is also a frequent guest lecturer at McGill University, where 

she earned an M.L.I.S. with a specialization in knowledge management.
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taxonomy design and, 296, 306
term styles and levels, 317–318
thesauri, 288–295

document management systems, 161
documentation

editorial style guides, 214–215, 354, 408
governance, 353–354

domain in ontologies, 148, 405
domain-specific ontologies, 400, 401

Earley, Seth, 40, 42
Earley Information Science, 40
EBIC (European Business Information 

Conference), 43
EBSCO, 39
ecommerce, 74
editorial style guides, 214–215, 354, 408
education and training, 448–457
electronic records management software, 166, 

170–171
employment, 71–78, 437–447
end users. See users
end-user displays, 288, 294–295
enterprise folksonomies, 220–221
enterprise knowledge graphs, 424
enterprise taxonomies

content audits for, 340–342
development and growth of, 39–44
stakeholders in, 339

entities, 89, 397, 398
entity extraction, 227–229
equivalence relationships, 125, 126

in mapping taxonomies, 379
in merging taxonomies, 378
semantic, 149–150

ETL (extract-transform-load), 359

EuroIA, 453
European Business Information Conference 

(EBIC), 43
European Union taxonomies, 37, 107
Excel, 154
exchange of data, 360–365
expandable tree hierarchy, 299–302, 304
expert.ai, 247–248
export/import functions, 173–174. See also 

specific software
extract-transform-load (ETL), 359

faceted browse, 23, 269
faceted search, 269, 277–279
faceted taxonomies

defined, 9
displays, 309–313
manual tagging and, 209–211
vs. metadata, 19
precoordination and, 99–100
for search or browse, 28–29

facets, 269
designing, 274–277
types and examples of, 270–273

fielded search, 270, 309, 313–316
filtering search results, 24
FiveFilters, 95
flat format display, 291–293
flat lists, 6–7
flexibility of taxonomists, 69–70
Fluent Editor, 417–418
fly-out subcategory display, 302–304
folksonomies, 218–221
foreign-language terms, 114
foundational ontologies, 400–401
freelance taxonomists, 442–445
full-term hierarchy, 293–294

Gale, 34, 39
Gartner Group, 53
“general” terms, 267–268, 306–307
generic posting, 115
generic-specific relationships, 131
Getty Research Institute, 34, 36
glossaries, 4
Google Sheets, 154
governance of taxonomies, 323, 352–355, 391. See 

also maintenance of taxonomies
government agencies, 75–76
government taxonomies, 37, 107
Graef, Jean, 41
Grafo, 417
graph databases, 360, 425
Graphifi Ltd, 419
Graphite, 184, 240–241, 419
Graphologi, 419
Green, Jessica, 432
Greenberg, Elizabeth, 433
Groups.io, 460
Gruber, Tom, 397
guidelines. See standards
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Hanson, Tori, 431
Henry Stewart (HS) Events, 452
hidden labels, 150
hierarchical displays, 293–294
hierarchical relationships, 125, 128–130

all/some rule, 129–130, 137
ambiguities in, 134–136
for auto-categorization, 253–254
manual tagging and, 207
semantic, 148–149
testing for validity, 133–134
types of, 130–133

hierarchical structures, 257–258
arrangements of, 259–261
vs. classification systems, 259
depth and breath of, 262–263
models for, 263–266
node labels in, 268–269
purpose and uses, 258–259
use in retrieval, 266–268

hierarchical taxonomies
defined, 9–10
displays, 296–309
vs. thesauri, 15–16, 288–289

Hodge, Gail, 2
homographs, 109, 122
Horodyski, John, 18
HS (Henry Stewart) Events, 452
human indexing. See manual tagging
H.W. Wilson Co., 39

IAC (Information Architecture Conference), 453
IBM, 39, 40, 167
import/export functions, 173–174. See also 

specific software
independent contractors

consultants, 445–447
freelancers, 442–445

indexer notes, 208–209, 212–213
indexers, 203–205
indexing. See also automated indexing; manual 

tagging
database indexing, 198–200
vs. tagging, 196–197
tagging as, 31
taxonomies used in, 38–39
in taxonomists’ background, 57–58

Indexing Society of Canada, 457
individual (in ontologies), 89, 398
Information Access Co., 39
information architecture, 54–55, 458
Information Architecture (Rosenfeld, Morville), 

271
Information Architecture Conference (IAC), 453
Information Architecture Institute, 219
information extraction, 226, 227–229
information science, 48–50, 448–451
information technology, 55–56
Information Today, Inc. (ITI) conferences, 453, 

459
information vendors, 75
InfoSphere Master Data Management, 167

Inmagic, 40
instances, 89, 131–132, 134, 398, 405
Institute of Mathematics and Computer Science, 

418
Integrated Public Sector Vocabulary (IPSV), 34, 

245
integration

combining taxonomies, 371, 372–374
of software and content, 358–360

Intelligent Taxonomy Manager (ITM), 182–183, 
419

International Organization for Standardization. 
See ISO entries

International Society for Knowledge 
Organization (ISKO), 458

interoperable formats, 360–365
interviews in taxonomy planning, 336–339
inversions, 110, 114–115
IPSV (Integrated Public Sector Vocabulary), 34, 

245
ISKO (International Society for Knowledge 

Organization), 458
ISO 01.020, 171
ISO 2788, 39
ISO 15489, 166, 171
ISO 25964

a.k.a. software and, 166
on data management, sharing, exchange, 

364–365
label format guidelines, 108
on mapping vocabularies, 383, 390
on relationships, 130–131, 138
vs. SKOS, 170
software compliance with, 169–170, 171, 172
thesauri definition, guidelines, 13–14, 39

ITI (Information Today, Inc.) conferences, 453, 
459

ITM (Intelligent Taxonomy Manager), 182–183, 
419

job descriptions and skills, 64–71, 420–421
job opportunities, 71–78, 437–447
job titles, 78–85, 438–439

Kasenchak, Bob, 461
keywording, 197. See also tags and tagging
keywords, indexer-created, 217–218
Knapp, Chuck, 433
knowledge graphs, 395, 422–426
knowledge management (KM), 52–53
Knowledge Management Institute (KMI), 453
knowledge organization familiarity, 66
knowledge organization system (KOS), 2–4, 6–7
Koulopoulos, Tom, 43
KWIC/KWOC, 294

labeled property graphs (LPGs), 425–426
labels

alternative (See alternative labels)
in combined taxonomies/ontologies, 411
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defined, 87–88
format guidelines, 107–110
for manual tagging, 205–207
node, 261, 268–269, 305–306
preferred, 89, 101–107

Lambe, Patrick, 48, 53, 270, 323
language skills, 67
Lau, Grace, 461
LCSH (Library of Congress Subject Headings), 12, 

34, 38–39, 107, 110, 370
Lehnert, Ahren, 58, 434
Leise, Fred, 41
libraries, 77
Library of Congress

Name Authorities, 107
Subject Headings, 12, 34, 38–39, 107, 110, 

370
Thesaurus for Graphic Materials, 34, 107

library or archive management software, 166
library science, 48–50, 448–451
licensed taxonomies, 33–38
linked data in knowledge graphs, 422, 425
linked data taxonomies, 384–385, 389
linked open data (LOD), 384
LinkedIn, 460
linking taxonomies, 379–384, 389–390
Linnaean taxonomy, 1, 317
Linnaeus, Carl, 1
Lippell, Helen, 433
literals, 405
LOD (linked open data), 384
LPGs (labeled property graphs), 425–426
Lucidea Corp., 40
Luhn, Peter, 39

machine-learning systems, 230–233, 236–239
Magellan Text Mining, 249–250
maintenance of taxonomies, 355, 366–370, 391. 

See also governance of taxonomies
MAMs (media asset management systems), 161
Manchester syntax, 406
manual tagging

vs. cataloging, classifying, indexing, 195–197
concept labels for, 205–207
creating taxonomies for, 254–255
defined, 197
relationships in, 207–208
taxonomy display and access for, 211–213
taxonomy structure and, 209–211
taxonomy updates and, 213–214, 216
testing, 350–351
those who perform, 202–204
training and documentation for, 203, 

214–216
using a taxonomy, 198–200
vocabulary management and, 216–218
when to use, 200–202

mapping relationships, 125, 126, 371–372
mapping taxonomies, 379–384, 389–390
Marcus, Mollee, 55
MarkLogic, 183, 420

Master of Library and Information Science 
(M.L.I.S.), 448–451

matching relationships, 125, 126, 371–372
Maze, 348
media asset management systems (MAMs), 161
media industry, 74–75
Medical Subject Headings (MeSH), 37
Meetup groups, 459
membership organizations, 76
merging taxonomies, 367, 374–379, 381
MeSH (Medical Subject Headings), 34, 37
metadata, 18–22, 25, 66, 379–380, 408–409
Metaphactory, 419
Metaphacts, 419
Microsoft software

Access, 157
SharePoint, 162–165
Viva, 165–166

MindManager, 158
mind-mapping software, 157–159
M.L.I.S. (Master of Library and Information 

Science), 448–451
Mondeca, S.A.

Content Auto-tagging Manager (CAM), 241
Intelligent Taxonomy Manager, 182–183, 419

Montague Institute, 43
Morante, Marcia, 43
Morville, Peter, 271
Moulton, Lynda, 40, 42–43
multilingual taxonomies, 385–391
multimedia content, 201
MultiTes, 41, 175, 178
museums, 77

name authorities, 8–9, 107
namespaces, 411
narrower concepts, 115–116, 128–130. See also 

hierarchical relationships
narrower terms (NT), 127
National Information Standards Organization 

(NISO), 19, 365. See also ANSI/NISO 
Z39.19

natural language processing (NLP), 56, 95, 227, 
388

navigational taxonomies, 25
near synonyms (quasi-synonyms), 104–105, 

112–113
nested categories, 258
NetOwl, 228
Networked Knowledge Organization Systems 

Working Group, 2
networking opportunities, 457–461
Netwrix, 248–249
neural networks, 230
NISO (National Information Standards 

Organization), 19, 365. See also ANSI/
NISO Z39.19

NLP (natural language processing), 56, 95, 227, 
388

node labels, 261, 268–269, 305–306
nodes, 89
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nonpreferred terms (NPT), 14, 111. See also 
alternative labels

nonprofit organizations, 76
nonrecursive retrieval, 267. See also recursive 

retrieval
NT (narrower term), 127. See also narrower 

concepts

object properties, ontology, 399, 412–414
objects, 89
one-level-per-screen display, 297–299, 304
online discussion groups, 459–461
online services, 73
ontologies

combined with taxonomies, 409–412
defined, 13
design approaches, 407–409
example of basic model, 398
examples of published, 401
features of, 397–400
guidelines, standards, languages, 402–406
management software, 159–160, 415–420
metadata and, 21
property type determination, 412–414
purposes of, 393–395
relationships in, 126, 148, 149
standards for, 402–406
taxonomy comparison, 395–397
taxonomy/ontology management software, 

180–185, 191, 410–411, 418–420
term origin and use, 395–396
types of, 400–402

ontologists, 420–421
open (database) indexing, 198–199
open source or free software, 185–187, 416–418
OpenText, 40
OpenText Magellan, 249–250
OptimalSort, 348
Oracle, 157, 167
Organising Knowledge (Lambe), 270, 323
orphan concepts, 126–127, 172
“other” terms, 267–268
OWL (Web Ontology Language), 180, 192, 396, 

402, 405–406
OWL Reasoner, 417
OwlGrEd, 418

parent concepts. See broader concepts
permuted indexes, 294
personalization systems, 25–26
photography keyword lists, 35–36
phrase inversions, 110, 114–115
pick lists, 6–7
pilot projects, 188–189
planning taxonomy projects

content in, 328–329
current taxonomy status and, 326–327
design plan, 333–334, 352
editor concerns, 332–333
project management concerns, 331–332
project needs, 325

questions for stakeholders, 324–325
research for, 335–344
resources and constraints, 330–331
software considerations, 330
steps in, 322–323
tagging issues in, 329–330
taxonomists in, 334–335
taxonomy purpose in, 326
taxonomy scope in, 329
user considerations, 327–328

POC (proof-of-concept) evaluation, 188–189
political correctness, 103
polyhierarchies, 136–137

classification systems and, 264
creating, 137
hierarchy design and, 259, 261

PoolParty, 183, 242, 419–420
postcoordination, 99, 252
post-search refinements, 30
precoordination, 98–100, 251–252
preferred labels

choosing, 101–105
other names for, 89
sources for, 105–107

professional associations, 451–455, 457–458
proof-of-concept (POC) evaluation, 188–189
properties in ontologies, 404

data type (attributes), 397–398, 399–400, 
412–414

determining types of, 412–414
object (relations), 399, 412–414
in OWL, 406

properties in SKOS, 91
ProQuest, 39
Protégé, 159–160, 415–416
publishers, 74–75

qualifiers in labels, 109–110
quality control of taxonomies, 213–218
quasi-synonyms (near synonyms), 104–105, 

112–113

Ranganathan, S.R., 270
range in ontologies, 147, 148, 405
RDF (Resource Description Framework), 170, 

173, 363–364, 402–404
RDFS (RDF–Schema), 402, 404–405
RDF triple store databases, 425–426
RDF/XML, 173–174
Reamy, Tom, 237
recommendation systems, 25–26
records management software, 166, 170–171
recursive retrieval, 130, 258, 261, 266–267, 

306–307
regular expressions (regex), 235, 236
related concepts, 125, 126, 127–128. See also 

associative relationships
related terms (RT), 126, 127
relationships. See also specific types

abbreviations for, 127–128
for auto-categorization, 253–254
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in combined taxonomies/ontologies, 411
editing, 171, 190–191
in ontologies, 399, 412–414
taxonomy management software and, 171
in thesauri, 15
types and characteristics of, 125–127

relevance ranking, 199, 215, 232, 235, 254–255
remote work, 439, 446–447
report generation, 174
research for taxonomy creation, 335–336

brainstorming workshops, 340, 408
content audits, 340–342
interviews, 336–339
search logs, 343–344

research institutions, 77
research skills, 67
Resource Description Framework (RDF), 170, 

173, 363–364, 402–404
resources

taxonomy information, 455–457
taxonomy management software, 176–177
taxonomy planning and, 330–331

retailers, 74
retrieval

hierarchical structures in, 266–268
recursive, 130, 258, 261, 266–267, 306–307
testing, 351

retrieval taxonomy, 380–384, 389–390
revisions to taxonomies, 370–371
Riecks, David, 455
Roget’s Thesaurus, 119–120
rolled up retrieval, 130, 258, 261, 266–267, 

306–307
Rosenfeld, Louis, 271
rotated indexes, 294
RT (related term), 127. See also associative 

relationships
rules-based systems, 233–239

SAS Institute
Ontology Management, 167
Visual Text Analytics, 250

Schweizer, Chantal, 59, 431
scope notes (SN), 120–122

auto-categorization and, 252
indexer use of, 208, 212–213
as software feature, 171
updating taxonomies and, 367

search engines, 7, 22, 26, 41
search function

alternative labels support of, 117–119
faceted, 28–29
ontology support of, 394
refinements, 30
search on taxonomy concepts, 27–28, 211
synonym ring support of, 7–8
taxonomies support of, 23–24, 26–30
taxonomy software capability, 172–173

search logs, 343–344
search skills, 67–68
search suggest, 28
search thesaurus, 7–8

second-level indexing, 252
See/See also references, 5, 138
self-training, 455–457
semantic clustering, 229–230, 238
semantic relationships, 125, 126, 144

associative, 146–148
creating, 144–146
equivalence, 149–150
hierarchical, 148–149
as ontology characteristic, 395
RDF triples for, 403
taxonomy software support for, 173, 191

semantic rules, 233
Semantic Web, 127, 145, 384, 402, 419
Semantic Web Co., 183, 242, 419, 454
SEMANTiCS conference, 454
Semaphore, 183–184, 242–243, 420
serializations, RDF, 403
SharePoint, 162–165
shortcut alternative labels, 206–207
sibling concepts, 130, 139, 141–142
Simple Knowledge Organization System. See 

SKOS
sitemap models, 265–266
skills and abilities of taxonomists, 66–71
SKOS (Simple Knowledge Organization System), 

90–91
vs. ANSI/NISO or ISO, 170

attributes in, 123
concept schemes in, 282–283, 398–399
as interoperable format, 363–364
mapping relationships in, 381
multilingual vocabulary support, 388
relationship expression, 127, 129, 138
as standard, 170, 175–176
synonyms in, 14
tools for editing, 177

SKOS-based taxonomy software, 174, 180–185, 
192

SKOS-XL, 125, 150
SLA (Special Libraries Association), 454, 458
smart search, 118–119
Smartlogic Semaphore, 183–184, 242–243, 420
social media, 73
social tagging, 218–221
Society of Indexers, 457
software

for auto-categorization, 176, 239–250
card-sorting, 348–349
content integration, 358–360
content management systems, 30–33, 

160–162, 169
database management, 157, 167
mind-mapping, 157–159
records management, 166, 170–171
SharePoint, 162–165
spreadsheet, 153–157
with taxonomy capabilities, 166–167, 

244–250
terminology management, 167, 171
text extraction, 95–96
text mining, 249–250
tree-testing, 349
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software, taxonomy management
with auto-categorization features, 239–244
benefits of, 168–171
characteristics of, 171–175
editing features checklist, 191–192
evaluation and purchase of, 187–192
evolution of, 151
free and open source, 185–187
history of, 41, 151
multilingual taxonomy management, 

387–389
ontology support in, 180–185, 191, 410–411, 

418–420
resources, 176–177
standards compliance, 169–171
thesaurus-based, 177–180
trends in, 192–193
types overview, 152–153
vendors, 78, 175–176, 182–185

sort order options, 308–309
sorting results, 24
source notes, 122
Soutron Global, 166
SPARQL, 403
Special Libraries Association (SLA), 454, 458
Speckhard, Irina, 433
spreadsheets, 153–157, 408–409
staffing firms, 441
stakeholders. See also users

concept suggestions from, 96–98
in ontology design, 407
preferred label suggestions from, 105
as taxonomist challenge, 434–435
taxonomist work enjoyment and, 433
in taxonomy planning and design, 324–325, 

329, 330, 336–340
standards

controlled vocabulary (See ANSI/NISO 
Z39.19)

ontology, 402–406
SKOS, 170, 175–176 (See also SKOS)
software compliance with, 169–171, 172
thesaurus (See ANSI/NISO Z39.19; ISO 

25964)
Stanford Center for Biomedical Informatics 

Research, 415
statistical clustering, 229–230, 238
statistical method, auto-categorization, 230
Stellato, Armando, 187
Stewart, Darin, 321–322, 342
structural metadata, 19
structured content, 225
structured indexing, 252
structures of taxonomies

collections (categories), 283–285
concept schemes, 282–283
facets, 269–279
hierarchies, 257–269
multiple vocabularies, 280–282
tagging interface and, 209–213

style guides, 214–215, 354, 408
subclasses, 399, 405
subject areas, 90

subject descriptors, 89
subject headings

defined, 11–12
LCSH, 12, 34, 38–39, 107, 110, 370

subject-matter experts, 58–59, 70, 97, 105, 154
subjects, 90
subordinate concepts, 128
subvocabularies, 209–211
support vector machines, 230
survey, taxonomist, 43–44, 47–48, 463–472
symmetrical relationships, 127
Synaptica LLC

Graphite, 184, 240–241, 419
in history of taxonomies, 41–42, 43
KMS software, 179
Taxonomy Warehouse, 177, 455

synonym rings, 7–8, 88
synonyms, 5, 102–105, 111, 112–113. See also 

alternative labels

table of contents models, 264–265
tagging taxonomy, 380–384, 389–390
tags and tagging, 30–32. See also automated 

indexing; manual tagging
in taxonomists’ background, 57–58
in taxonomists’ tasks, 63
in taxonomy planning, 329–330
taxonomy role in, 23
updating taxonomies and, 367–368

TaxoBank, 177, 455
taxonomies

automated generation of, 238–239
building, 344–346 (See also concepts; labels; 

relationships; software; structures of 
taxonomies)

in cataloging and indexing, 38–44
categories and, 32, 90
combined with ontologies, 409–412
combining or linking, 371–385
data exchange and interoperability, 358–365
defined, 1–4, 9
design considerations, 296, 306, 333–334, 

352
development phases, 321–322
enterprise (See enterprise taxonomies)
evaluating, 346–350
faceted (See faceted taxonomies)
governance of, 323, 352–355, 391
hierarchical (See hierarchical taxonomies)
history of, 38–44
for license, 33–38
metadata and, 18–22, 25
multilingual, 385–391
ontology comparison, 395–397
owners or sponsors of, 96–97, 105–106
planning, 322–335
public, 106–107
purposes of, 22
quality control, 213–218
research for creating, 335–344
search and, 22, 26–30
software (See software)
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tagging with (See automated indexing; 
manual tagging)

term origin and use, 1–2, 42, 395–396
types of, 4–18
updating, 213–214, 365–371
usability testing, 63, 261, 350–351
uses of, 23–26
vocabulary management, 216–218

Taxonomies & Controlled Vocabularies Special 
Interest Group, 457

taxonomists
accidental, 59–61
backgrounds of, 48–61
challenges faced, 434–437
as concept sources, 97–98
as consultants, 67, 76, 445–447
as contractors, 440–442
education and training of, 448–457
employment settings, 71–78, 437–440
freelance, 442–445
job descriptions, 64–66
job titles, 78–85
nature of work, 429–430
networking opportunities, 457–461
skills required, 66–71
surveys of, 43–44, 47–48, 463–472
tasks and related duties, 61–63
taxonomy planning and, 334–335
variation in, 47
work enjoyment, 430–434

Taxonomy Boot Camp, 453, 459
Taxonomy Community of Practice, 460
Taxonomy Community of SLA, 458
taxonomy management software. See software, 

taxonomy management
Taxonomy Talk, 461
taxonomy vendors, 78
Taxonomy Warehouse, 177, 455
taxons, 89
Taylor, Bonnie, 57, 431
Taylor, Mike, 362
TechLib, 40, 41
technical skills, 68
TemaTres, 175, 186
term details, 88
term lists, 6–7
term notes, 120–122, 208–209
term records, 88
terminology management systems, 167, 171
terms, 87–88. See also alternative labels; labels; 

preferred labels
testing

by A-B testing, 349–350
associative relationships, 143
by card sorting, 348–349
by corpus analysis, 347
facet design, 277
hierarchical relationships, 133–134
machine-learning systems, 232–233
taxonomy usability, 63, 261, 350–351
by tree testing, 349

text analytics, 95, 224, 239, 250, 347
text corpus analysis, 347

text extraction software, 95–96
text mining software, 249–250
TheBrain, 158
thesauri

abbreviations in, 127–128
attributes, 399
defined, 10–11, 13–14
display options, 288–295
examples of, 16
vs. hierarchical taxonomies, 15–16, 288–289
history of, 39
management software, 177–180
public, 107
relationships in, 15, 125–127, 148–149, 399
Roget’s, 119–120
standards (See ANSI/NISO Z39.19; ISO 

25964)
Thesauri and Interoperability With Other 

Vocabularies. See ISO 25964
Thesaurus Master (Data Harmony), 42, 179–180
things vs. strings, 87
top term (TT), 293
topics, 90
TopQuadrant

TopBraid Composer, 160, 417, 420
TopBraid Enterprise Data Governance 

(EDG), 184–185, 243–244, 420
training

indexers (taggers), 203, 215–216
machine-learning systems, 231–233
taxonomists, 448–457

translations, 389, 390–391
tree structures. See hierarchical structures
tree-testing software, 349
triple store graph databases, 425–426
triples, RDF, 403, 404–405, 406, 411
tuning of machine learning, 233, 236–237

unapproved concepts, 217
UNESCO, 39
United Nations thesauri, 107
unstructured content, 225, 226, 227
updates to taxonomies, 213–214, 365–371. See 

also maintenance of taxonomies
upper ontologies, 400–401
upward posting, 115, 381
usability testing, 63, 261, 350–351
USDA National Agricultural Library Thesaurus, 34
user experience design, 54–55
user interface. See display
Userlytics, 348
users. See also stakeholders

attention to needs of, 69
as concept sources, 97
hierarchy design and, 260–261, 263
ontology design and, 407
preferred labels and, 102–103, 106
taxonomy planning and, 327–328, 336–339
types and display needs, 287–288, 294–295

UserZoom, 348
USE/UF (use/used for), 5, 127
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validation, taxonomy, 63, 261, 350–351
van Aalten, Joyce, 61, 434
Vander Wal, Thomas, 218
variant spellings, 114
variants. See synonyms
visualizations, 25
Viva Topics, 165–166
vocabularies. See controlled vocabularies
vocabulary management, 216–218
VocBench, 175, 187, 420
VOWL, 418

WAND Inc., 34, 42, 245
W3C (World Wide Web Consortium). See also 

specific standards or recommendations
Web Ontology Language (OWL), 180, 396, 402, 

405–406
web taxonomies, 40–44
weighting of tagged concepts, 199, 215, 232, 235, 

254–255
whole–part relationship, 132–133, 134–135
Will, Leonard D., 177
wording of labels, 102–103, 108–109

Wordmap, 42
wordsets, 89
workshops

brainstorming, 340, 408
taxonomy training, 451–455

World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). See also 
specific standards or recommendations

OWL and, 405
RDF and, 363, 402
RDF-Schema and, 404
SKOS and, 90, 91, 169
SKOS-XL and, 150

SPARQL and, 403

XMind, 158
XML, 173, 361–362

Yancey, Trish, 41

Zthes, 362–363
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